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MISSION STATEMENT: 

Feminism is a potent tool for the process of self-discovery and self-
empowerment of women but, as with everything, it is worth casting a 

critical eye over. That is what we aim to do here, to explore what 
feminism is generally and what it is to everyday women, including the 
ways in which it can be seen to be problematic. We understand that 
we are talking about something much larger than ourselves, and we 
do not claim to be authorities on the subject of feminism in any way. 

Rather, through writing about our experiences as self-identifying 
women or as individuals broadly defined as ‘female’ by society at 
large, we aim to educate ourselves about feminism, express and 

externalise the intricacies of our status in society and how this has 
effected us, and open up debate. If anyone reading this zine has any 
objections to any of the ideas or opinions expressed, please get in 

touch and tell us. We hope to encourage free and open debate, so we 
welcome criticism as well as new writing in response to content which 
has been featured. In many ways, we’re not saying anything new but 

the fact that we are sharing our experiences is an act of empowerment 
and we hope to enable other individuals identifying or identified as 

women, to do the same.  



NOTE FROM THE EDITOR: 

For its first issue, ’s p e c t r u m’ has something of a slant towards content 
dealing with queer issues. Selfishly, this was motivated by my own struggles 
in coming to terms with my queerness and the blatant homophobia which 

permeates the stereotype of the ‘man-hating lesbian feminist’ as well as the 
often insensitive attempts of feminists to combat this stereotype. The 

derision of gay women by feminists — from Betty Friedan who deemed 
lesbianism ‘the lavender menace’ back in the sixties, to many modern 
women who identify as feminists but are eager to reduce the extent to 

which they will be viewed as a threat to male privilege, by stressing their 
‘femininity’ and distancing themselves from feminists who do not adhere to 
the ideals of womanhood held by mainstream society (queer women and 

individuals who do not present in a typically feminine way being major 
targets). By coming at the topic of feminism from a queer perspective one 
gains insight in various ways, but mostly one learns that taking an exclusive 

approach to as all-encompassing a topic as gender is somewhat 
detrimental and self-defeating.  

Within oppressed groups there is often an impulse to replicate the 
hierarchies of wider society wherein the group with the most power or 

privilege can dominate discussion and silence or deprecate less privileged 
groups or individuals. This has always been a problem with feminism, 

particularly given that it came about as a response to white, intellectual 
middle class woman desiring access to the power held by the elite (read: 
the white, able-bodied, cis, heterosexual, middle to upper class man) due 

to their feelings of entitlement based on class and race. While modern 
feminism has an intersectional focus, it is still true that women of colour and 

of gender, sexuality and romantic minorities still do not have enough of a 
voice.  

I am not saying this to decry the important activism undertaken by such 
women. No one could overlook the work done by the Art Hoe movement in 
creating an online community for queer women of colour and in increasing 
their visibility in the face of online and in-real-life erasure. Nor could anyone 

deny the lasting influence of Roxane Gay’s highly successful essay 
collection Bad Feminist, one which educated a generation on complex 

ideas concerning intersectionality and everyday feminism.  



I am saying this because the type of exclusionary, privileged feminism still 
dominates discussion and is still deemed acceptable. Thankfully, this brand 
of feminism is being called out and criticised with greater ease and speed 

due to the ability of the internet to bypass censorship and empower 
women on a large scale. However, there is still a lot of work to do and it is 

imperative that all those who identify as feminists work towards making the 
movement more just, equal and empowering.  

To my mind, a feminism that is not inclusive can only be, at best, ineffectual 
and, at worst, highly detrimental. Feminism should be a safe-haven, an 

ideological  and political space to provide anyone with the opportunity to 
participate in the fight for gender equality. By making that equality only 
feasible for a select few individuals, the system which oppresses us all, 
namely a hierarchical society within which each individual is afforded 

varying degrees of privilege, is upheld. Rather than make room step-by-
step for more individuals to access the peaks of our society, we need to 

upturn this structure and organise ourselves in a fairer, more lateral fashion. 
This can only be achieved if we recognise our privilege and do our best to 
see past it, to educate ourselves and to realise when we should speak up 

and when we should let others do the talking.  

- Megan Wallace





I'll Be Up in the Studio Just Working on Accepting 
My Body and Doing Fergie Proud - Diva Mukherji 
“Four, tres, two, uno” – with will.i.am’s soothing voice blasting from the speakers, 

mixed with Jess and my classmates cheering us on, I decide that maybe this won’t 
be the most humiliating experience of my life. Then I remember that it’s being 

recorded. And that WikiLeaks is a thing. Never mind. 

Listening to Fergalicious, one of my ultimate self-love anthems and nervously 
looking at Hazel on the pole across from me, I launch into a leg whip, a classic pole 

move, and one that takes me back to my first taster session 7 weeks ago, when 
pole dancing seemed like the last thing I (a traditional-ish Indian girl) should be 
doing. But over the past few weeks, 6.55pm every Monday became my favourite 

time of week. 

Throughout the entire routine, approximately 3 minutes, I couldn’t stop thinking 
about how I’ve never felt so at peace with my body (and how much I need to start 

going to the gym, but that was secondary). As someone who grew up loving 
everything about pop culture, and still do, it isn’t surprising that I was reasonably 

confused and insecure about how I presented myself as a woman. Following a ton 
of body positive blogs doesn’t really help my idea of unrealistic standards of 

beauty when my Instagram feed is filled with seemingly flawless women. But even 
though I don’t really have the traditional ‘pole dancing’ body, I’m not thinking 

about that as much. With my classmates cheering at my body wave, I finally don’t 
feel like hiding my body away. 

 I did not expect to feel the most ‘whole’ while spinning around a pole - pole 
dancing firmly established as an acknowledged form of female oppression. Maybe 
it’s because of the environment in the class – the only comparison or ‘aspiration’ to 
another female I’ve heard was “get Beyoncé’s ass!” and that definitely didn’t make 
me feel uncomfortable. Being in a space surrounded by other women, all of whom 

understand exactly where you’re coming from and are unconditionally cheering 
you on, makes everything a lot better. Sure, every time I glance at the mirrored wall 
in the studio I think “oh god why do I look like that”, but the effect that has is hugely 
reduced when you also have Jess (objectively the cutest person in the world) (note 
to self: ask her if she’ll be your emergency contact because you now trust her with 
your life) bouncing up to you and complimenting your ‘perfect’ fireman spin. You 

know ‘perfect’ is an exaggeration, but that’s just what you need to hear sometimes. 

The feeling of contentment I get from class definitely makes all the ‘stripper’ 
questions worth it. Part of me acknowledges that sure, even though I’m doing this 
completely for myself - and for anthropology - I’m still using my body in a way that 
would earn more than a few creepy winks from your standard heterosexual male. 

Maybe I have been conditioned to believe that this is empowering, when in reality 



I’m just a product of the patriarchy and ruining everything feminists have fought so 
hard for. Is my pole dancing really that empowering if I’m motivating myself by 

thinking “if only Tom Hardy could see you now”? I’m making a conscious decision 
to use my body in this way, but I’m still using it in ways that appeal to the (mystical) 

male gaze. It’s like the film Blue is the Warmest Colour – is it a cinematic 
masterpiece that honestly portrays the dynamics of a lesbian relationship or just 

another example of art fetishizing them? Pseudo-liberation is a strange thing: you 
can judge the Kardashians for spending millions on their physical appearance, but 

still feel like you can take over the world when you buy a great red lipstick. As 
much as I want to develop a meaningful relationship with my body, I also don’t 
want to do so in a way that perpetuates hegemonic ideas of feminine sexuality.  

But maybe I’m not? 

Yeah, okay, my ideas of female sexuality do not exist in a void where they are 
completely unaffected by what the media has told me what a sexual female should 

look and act like. But I’m also making a conscious decision. Yes, some of my 
favourite pole moves are the ones that involve ridiculously dramatic and technically 

useless hair flips, but I’m doing it so when I look at myself in the mirror I’m like: 
“Hey! Okay! I can work with that!” I probably have internalized the male gaze and 

maybe this is all an elaborate scheme to try and make me feel better about my 
body, but really I’m single-handedly ruining feminism. What I want my relationship 
with my body to be like still exists in the realm of mass marketing that prescribes a 

normative image of what women’s bodies should look like. But I’m still enjoying 
myself and feeling comfortable – shouldn’t that count for something? I understand 
and acknowledge the history pole dancing has, and all of its associations to adult 
entertainment because of its links to prostitution and the exploitation of female 

bodies for money and pleasure, but that is not why I’m doing it. This is for me, and 
only me. In the wise words of Missy Elliot, “ain’t no shame ladies do your thing, just 

make sure you’re ahead of the game”. 



Only if I Can Watch - Florence Richardson 

The first time was at a flat party. ‘I’d love to go to a strip club just to watch two 
lesbians have sex’. I had been talking to this guy for a while and up until then he 

seemed like a decent person. We’d chatted about university, music, video games - 
I had only mentioned my sexuality very briefly, yet that was all he seemed to focus 
in on. He looked at me expectantly as if I’d back him up – after all, as a lesbian I’m 
‘one of the boys’, right? As my first IRL encounter of a man reducing me down to 

my sexual orientation, only months after coming out, I immediately felt vulnerable 
and upset. I already struggle with new people and social situations, and to be 

spoken to as some sort of sexual spectacle was extremely overwhelming. Feeling 
myself tear up, I left soon after. 

The second encounter was a few weeks later, in bar in Liverpool when I was out 
with a few female friends. ‘So if you’re gay… can you make out with your friend for 

me right now?’ This is what my friend’s male acquaintance had asked me the 
minute he learned about my sexuality (which I had told him in an attempt to get 
him to leave me alone). Not having enough energy to argue, I ignored him and 

asked to move on to another bar. 

Only two years after coming out, such experiences of men intruding upon my sex 
life upon discovering I’m gay have multiplied; as I have reluctantly realised, it 

seems to be part of being a gay woman. From being pressured into talking about 
my intimate bedroom life, to being walked in on by a male friend-of-a-friend while I 

was in bed with my girlfriend (he was ‘in need of a phone charger’). Even in the 
supposed safety of the gay club I have seen lesbian couples relentlessly hounded 

by men ‘on the pull’. From my experience, there seems to be perverse and 
merciless thread running through the collective conscious of many heterosexual 

men: that lesbians are here to cater to your sexual fantasies. 

The sexualisation and objectification of women’s bodies is, as we already know, a 
pervasive and dominant part of patriarchal society. This is nothing new. The 

constant exploitation of women’s bodies has plagued cultures for centuries. But 
the fetishisation of lesbians is something perhaps more complex and equally 
troubling; rooted in both misogyny and homophobia. Just a quick search on 

twitter of any tweets that include ‘lesbians’ and ‘acceptable’ will tell you a lot about 
what the heteronormative world sees of us - the general consensus according to 

straight, homophobic men on twitter is you can only be a sexually active lesbian if 
you are a) cisgender b) conventionally attractive according to western standards, 

and most importantly c) having sex in front of them for their own gratification, 
maybe even allowing them to join in. 

It is undeniable that the porn industry has had a large influence upon the 
commodification of sexualities as entertainment for the heteronormative masses. 
This year, Pornhub released a chart of America showing the most searched terms 



by state. What we see is an overwhelmingly large majority of the country has a 
preference for ‘lesbian’ porn– but I can guarantee you that a large majority of these 
searches will not be from those who identify as lesbian. Those cast in pornographic 
roles are often straight, cisgender, white women, and the writers and directors are 
straight men with very misinformed ideas about lesbian sex. The resulting videos 

are usually a truly spectacular display of uncomfortable acting and faked orgasms; 
catering solely to the male gaze. While easy to mock, porn such as this is enabling 

men to treat lesbian women as entertaining sex objects.  

Such a culture has also fed the stereotype of lesbians, and LGBT+ identifying 
people in general, as hyper-sexualised and sex-obsessed. We are, according to 

many, ‘sexual deviants’ – despite most straight people being the ones to insist on 
knowing our exact copulation methods. I know many people whose friends and 
relatives have been asked ‘how we have sex’ – a question which my heterosexual 
peers have never had the pleasure of experiencing. There is no need to ask such 

personal and uncomfortable questions in person, unless you truly wish to degrade 
and humiliate your LGBT+ acquaintances (and if you really are so confused about 
what sex could possibly consist of without one dick and one vagina, perhaps you 
need a trip to Ann Summers for some slightly more adventurous sex ideas).These 
heteronormative attitudes towards romantic lesbian relationships only highlight 

that patriarchal systems seek to police, degrade and fetishize women’s bodies and 
what they choose to do with them.  

Some straight men are also particularly squeamish with the idea of women 
preferring women due to a male-led society’s expectation for men to maintain 

sexual dominance over women. Once women seek sexual relationships with other 
women, they slip out of the masculine-dominated grip of heterosexual relations, 

and consequently are freed from the expectation to sexually gratify men. Evidently, 
this is too much for some men – who take to the internet (usually 4chan, where all 

common sense goes to die) to either express their hatred for women who love 
women, or masturbate furiously to lesbian porn in a feeble attempt to reclaim 
sexual power. These outlooks seep from the Internet into the physical world of 

course, which results in uncomfortable and distressing situations such as the ones I 
have experienced, and fuel the already steadily burning blaze of LGBT+ hate 

crimes and discrimination.  

In a world that is still extremely difficult for non-heterosexual women to be open 
and happy living in, the last thing we need are invasive verbal attacks on our 

private sexual lives. So, please, to all men planning a quick Google search of ‘hot 
lesbians fucking’ tonight: we are not here for your gratification. We are not here to 

answer your answers about what we get up to in bed. And no, you can’t watch.  





Baptism - Megan Wallace 

Your eyes are shut. 

I see eyelids. 

whitewash walls, 

cobwebbed blue 

I see lashes. 

dark lines, 

lying honestly 

against warm skin 

I press my lips against 

those lashes, 

those lids 

(the rain slides down 

our faces) 

I christen those blue lids 

with pink lips. 



A DIALOGUE ABOUT BISEXUALITY 

* Megan Wallace 

An impressive repertoire of insults can be applied to the bisexual community: that they are 
sexual deviants, immoral, disloyal, dishonest (to themselves, their partners and the world at 

large)…and, depressingly, the list goes on and on.  

Such discrimination is allowed to run rampant, in part, because bisexuals serve as the go-
between connecting traditional ideas of heterosexuality to the LGBTQI+ community. Denied a 
firm footing in either world, bisexual individuals are highly visible yet deeply misunderstood. 

Affected by both homophobia and a misplaced resentment towards a heteronormative world, 
living as bisexual can be a singularly thorny experience. 

Indeed, while it might seem easier to come out as bisexual than gay, this is not quite the case. 
Bisexuality is not just being ‘a bit gay’ and, accordingly, comes with its own problems. Bisexual 
men have to deal with constantly being asked when they’re going to admit they’re ‘fully gay’ 

while fending off accusations of promiscuity and emotional unavailability at the hands of 
partners of all genders. Women have to undergo their relationships with other women being 

trivialised, fetishised and held up for the male gaze.  

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

* Clea Skopolleti  

The notion that bisexual people are hyper-sexualised, cheating and unreliable has been around 
for long enough to sound cliché. It’s a harmful stereotype that encourages biphobia – within and 

out-with the LGBT movement.  

The outdated notion that men and women can’t have a solely platonic relationship rests on the 
premise that even if it is never acted upon, one of the two – usually the man – must secretly want 
to fuck the other. Think When Harry Met Sally. The implication is that at the end of the day, men 
innately see women as serving a primarily sexual function. This should not be normalised and 

seen as ‘natural’ through pseudoscience, as it often is.  

Aside from the typical ‘boys will be boys’ misogyny this inspires, it also raises another question: 
where does this leave bisexuals, blighted by a reputation for sexual deviancy? On the margins, 

blighted by the stereotype that we can’t possibly have any platonic friends, since we’re attracted 
to everyone. Every single person. 

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

* Megan Wallace 

There may exist an increasing number of high-profile bisexual individuals (Amber Heard and 
Cara Delevigne to name a few) but representation does not necessarily equal acceptance. 



Bisexual individuals are still shamed for their sexuality by mainstream society yet, at the same 
time, are not granted access to the safe-haven represented by queer culture. 

As many of you will know, despite the fact that you can’t spell ‘LGBT’ without the ‘B’, there is a 
problem with bi-erasure and biphobia in the LGBTQI+ community. It can be pretty casual or 

unintentional but its effects are the same: exclusion, shame, discrimination. 

Failing to recognise bisexuality as a valid sexual identity in its own right leads to the polarisation 
of sexuality into gay versus straight. Not only does that perpetuate the idea that sexuality is fixed 

rather than a fluid, ever-changing spectrum (we all hate those binaries), but it breaks down 
communication between the LGBTQI+ community and broader society. It’s worth bearing in 

mind that the consequent misunderstanding can easily turn into hate, a hate which puts 
everyone within the community at risk. 


